PROVISIONAL RESULTS - 450SX LAST CHANCE QUALIFIER

MONSTER ENERGY AMA SUPERCROSS
SAM BOYD STADIUM - LAS VEGAS, NV
ROUND 17 OF 17 - MAY 4, 2019

450SX

HOMETOWN RIDE # INTERVAL POS. TEAM/SPONSORS BEST TIME

1. Alex Ray 62 6 Laps 1:03.653 Genuine Broaster Chicken Suzuki/Thor/Mayhem Wheels
2. Scott Champion 184 +03.952 1:04.322 Partzilla/Texplex/Yamaha
3. Tevin Tapia 211 +06.285 1:05.446 Trust Implants - Monarch Heavy Haul - Skvi - TherX Perf
4. Charles Lefrancois 224 +07.034 1:05.623 TEAM SRT's/Suzuki/Shift/Shoei/Scott/FMF/Mika/Motul/Pe
5. Vann Martin 214 +08.699 1:04.046 Team Allsouth/Honda Of Houston/Fox
7. Tevin Tapia 383 +12.516 1:05.705 Fun center cycles/Hustle hard Industries/Black Snout Brem
8. Derek Kelley 227 +13.050 1:06.103 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
11. Curren Thurman 981 +18.539 1:06.138 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
15. Devan Raper 447 +38.345 1:10.155 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
16. Colton Aeck 526 +1:01.766 1:05.270 Tri-county Powersports/The Racers Edge/Complete Elec
18. Aj Catanzaro 330 +34.525 1:10.145 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
19. Kyle Swanson 313 +38.345 1:10.155 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
20. Nick Schmidt 114 +38.345 1:10.155 Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop
21. Josh Greco 976 DNS DNS Multivitaminology/Fly Racing/HYR Motorsports/Dunlop

SESSION NOTES

Green Flag at: 20:29:02.296